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Agenda

• Welcome
• Song / Prayer
• Intro
• Short video
• What is Evangelization?
• Share with Neighbor
• Capture ideas from sharing
• What we have just experienced
“You”

By: Rob Bell
To Ponder

“If people only had your life (as the only example to look at) and they were asked the question, ‘Has Jesus risen from the dead?’ How would they answer? Has he?”

By Rob Bell
Vatican II

Words of Reciprocity

- Partnership, Cooperation, Collaboration, Dialogue

Interior Words

- Joy, Hope, Grief, Dignity, Holiness

Images of Church

- Servant and Pilgrim
We gather to be sent
Groups of People

• Those never exposed to Christ or the Gospel

• Those Christian who are Active

• Those who no longer consider themselves members
“The Spirit of the Lord is upon me because he has anointed me to bring glad tidings to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim liberty to captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, and to proclaim a year acceptable to the Lord.”

Luke 4: 18-19
Kergyma

To proclaim the good news
Evangelization

Our responsibility is to share the story of Jesus.
Transformation

Implications when we Emphasize Transformation

• Evangelizers first must be evangelized

• Evangelization is a process

• Forgiveness and Mercy as a lens

• Change the World
New Evangelization

Personal encounter to be shared and enjoyed by all. It’s relational – and we do it one person at a time.
The center of New Evangelization is... the family
Who Would You Invite?
Questions

• Q1: Have you ever thought of inviting someone to worship?
• Q2: Why would you/we want to invite others, personally or as a community to come to worship?
• Q3: Have you ever wondered what you would say?
• Q4: What stops you from asking?
• Q5: What tools do you think you would need?
Small Groups (6 or fewer)

• Font section – discuss questions 1 & 2
• Middle – discuss questions 3 & 4
• Near piano – discuss question 5
Sharing
The Experience

• Hospitality
• Topic
• Sharing
• Service
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Are you interested in joining the Church 2.0 team?
Thank you!